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argument. To ensure this ability he must not only make
a good summary but also recall it to his mind and use it at
frequent intervals. Some students, of course, always
make intelligent notes and use them, set questions as they
read and do not go on to the next chapter till they can
answer them without referring to the book. But for one
who does, in my experience, there are three who do not
and who, as a result, are vague where they should be pre-
cise, and inaccurate when accuracy is essential.
No learner should be so rushed—at any rate in school
days—that he cannot find time to make new knowledge
secure and to memorize, daily, weekly and termly, till it
is a part of his mental structure, all such facts as he must
constantly use.
This gives us our second criterion for what should be
memorized: such facts as will save time—tables, certain
weights and measures, certain dates, characteristics of
* type' regions in geography, and last, but by no means
least, spelling.
As all of us now believe in free work hi English and do
not check a child when writing a story because he spells
phonetically, unless we can give our pupils a standard of
correct spelling and then help them to memorize the
accepted forms of word, spelling will continue to be a
matter of individual taste.
Yet it saves a great deal of time if spelling becomes
habitually correct and the standard is easy to give, for
tlie more free and creative the work of children is, the
more eager are they to write good stories that would be
approved by a real editor. Magazines, letters to all sorts
of people, class occupations—the postal work of the school,
the diary of the class happenings, &c,, &c., all raise a child's
desire to write professionally and so accurately. Once he
desires to spefl accurately, Ms teachers must apply all
available knowledge ol the process of learning to help him
in this particular case.

